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Land Trusts in Florida gives you all the agreements,
forms, notices and directions necessary to create a
land trust, transfer property into it, manage it and use
it for privacy and savings. Everything you need to
take advantage of this wonderful tool is right here in
one place.
This book was written for any person who serves or
will serve in any capacity of Law Enforcement in
Florida to use as a guide to understand the Criminal
Law Statues that are dealt with daily, by Florida Law
Enforcement Officers. It also for the average Person
who wishes to gain a direct understanding and
knowledge of certain Florida Criminal Law Violations
and Statues. It provides a good understanding of not
just how the Statues are written, but also how they
are interpreted and enforced. I have seen many
great students graduate a Law Enforcement
Academy and have great difficulty in applying what
they learned in a book to real world application. I
have taken all the experience I have from teaching in
Several Institutions of Higher Education from South
Florida State College Criminal Justice Academy, to
Polk State College Criminal Justice Academy, to
Valencia College Criminal Justice Academy and the
Criminal Justice Academy of Osceola (TECO), to
assist me with writing this Book The one area that I
do love to teach is "Criminal Law". So, I will be taking
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you through some of the Florida Criminal Law that I
know you will be dealing with on a regular basis. I
am going to teach you about the importance of the
words AND/OR. You will be learning how to apply
what you read and learn to real world situations This
book will help not only to a learning process of the
Law, but to also assist after you have graduated
from a Law Enforcement Academy, a great prep
prior to entering a law Enforcement Academy and a
great resource before taking any Florida Law
Enforcement Exams or Interview for a Florida Law
Enforcement Career.
Every year thousands of new businesses are
registered throughout the country.
In the Eleventh Edition, experienced practitioners
guide the reader through the intricacies of the everchanging area of Florida automobile insurance law.
Topics include the procedure for handling the typical
automobile insurance case from both the plaintiff's
and defendant's perspective, as well as the process
for determining the order and priority of coverage in
cases involving multiple tort feasors and insurance
policies.
A practical and popular guide to operating a
successful homeowners association in Florida.
The Quick Law Group is the only divorce and family
law firm for women in northeast Florida. The practice
revolutionizes the way women are represented
throughout the entire divorce process. The Quick
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Law Group empowers women to take control of their
lives, families and financials. This book is a tool that
should be used by all women going through divorce.
The book highlights issues Florida women will face
during their divorce, provides answers to frequently
asked questions, and encourages women to take
care of their most important asset - themselves.
Author Heather Brooke Quick is the founder and
CEO of The Quick Law Group, located in
Jacksonville, Florida. By offering family and marital
law services specifically for women, The Quick Law
Group works in a consistent and reliable way to
advocate for women in the divorce process. The firm
educates and empowers women on their rights and
the law, so they can find the strength to endure the
process and end up better financially and
emotionally. Consistent with her message and
mission of women empowerment, Heather Quick has
authored this book to provide women with guidance
to make educated decisions about their future and
goals.
Authored by experts in various facets of civil litigation and
reviewed by general editor William C. Bochet, LexisNexis
Practice Guide New Jersey Trial, Post-Trial, and Appellate
Proceedings offers quick, direct, New Jersey-specific answers
to questions that arise in day-to-day civil litigation practice.
Topically organized, LexisNexis Practice Guide New Jersey
Trial, Post-Trial, and Appellate Proceedings covers a range of
civil practice issues and takes task-oriented approach to each
subject in its action-oriented section headings (e.g. Moving for
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Relief in Limine, Preparing for Direct Examinations of Experts
at Trial, and Making Objections or Requests for Curative
Instructions) and multiple checklists in each chapter that
guide the reader through each step of a task. This publication
covers critical topics such as jury charges, bench trial,
opening statements, burdens of proof, trial motions, party and
non-party witnesses, expert witnesses, summations, and
bringing appeals. It includes numerous practice tips (Strategic
Point, Warning, Timing and Exception) to ensure best
practices and help the attorney make choices, avoid practice
pitfalls and recognize important time limitations and
exceptions to general rules. The online product includes
practice forms.
This updated sixth edition reflects the most recent changes in
family law in Florida. It offers an overview of the divorce
process, introduces the basic vocabulary and legal concepts
associated with divorce, and familarizes you with what to
expect if you are planning to divorce in Florida or if you are
already divorced and have questions about your rights.
Property division and child custody are outlined in separate
chapters. Special topics include the mediation process,
financial affidavit preparation and tax aspects of divorce. This
book also covers the simplified dissolution of marriage
procedure, which allows couples who have no children or
property disputes to file for divorce without an attorney.
An indispensable book for both student and practicing
clinicians, as well as for lawyers who want a better
understanding of this interesting and ever-changing field, The
Essentials of Florida Mental Health Law explains in a
straightforward and user-friendly manner the laws most
relevant to mental health practice in Florida.
- A practical, readable guide to your legal rights in Florida - A
practical, readable guide to your legal rights in Florida. Having some general knowledge of the law can help avoid
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costly mistakes - Newly revised and updated - For anyone
who needs to know the basics of Florida law - Property
Law--landlord/tenant, wills, trusts - Family Law--parent/child,
marriage, divorce, guardianship, adoption - Business
Law--corporations/partnerships, promissory notes/mortgages,
contracts, agency/employment, Insurance - Special
Areas--torts, criminal law, small claims, consumer law - Are
you buying or selling a home? - Is it time to think about writing
a will or setting up a trust? - Are you incorporating a business
or wondering about employee/contractor issues? - Are you a
renter or landlord unsure of your rights and obligations? Have you received unaceptable products or services but don't
know how to file a claim? - Are you considering adoption?
In "Make It Your Own Law Firm: The Ultimate Law Student's
Guide to Owning, Managing, and Marketing Your Own
Successful Law Firm" Spencer Aronfeld writes a personal and
revealing account on how to start your own law firm. Whether
you are in law school, recently graduated or a practicing
attorney thinking of establishing your own law firm, this book
provides a step-by-step road map. Aronfeld started his own
law practice upon graduation from law school. He provides
practical advice that will enable anyone with a deep passion
to practice law to become the lawyer that they always wanted
to be. Here is what lawyers are saying: "Whether you have
ever considered starting your own firm or simply want to
improve your practice at your existing firm (whether big or
small), I urge you to purchase the book Make It Your Own
Law Firm by Spencer Aronfeld, a trial attorney in Miami,
Florida. I recommend you buy it not so much for the helpful
advice he gives on how to develop your practice (and theres
plenty of that) but more for the writing. What Spencer does,
which few non-fiction writers can do, is to move you
emotionally. He tells stories and puts you in the middle of
them with him and makes you feel what he did. It is a unique
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and valuable gift for a lawyer, because ultimately we are storytellers and we are tasked not only to affect the jurors minds
but also to touch their hearts. Spencers writing style
demonstrates he is the consummate story-teller and his
diction and cadence and style are worth emulating. So, buy
the book. Yes, it has great practice tips. But buy it because
you will see what great writing is about. Clear, direct, moving
and effective. Keep writing Spencer." Frank Ramos, Esquire
#1 Florida Probate Book SIMPLIFY SETTLING AN ESTATE
Settling a loved one's estate - whether a will is present or not
- is not difficult, but it is filled with legal technicalities you have
to know. Probate and Settle an Estate in Florida clarifies all of
these rules and takes you through the process in an easy-tounderstand fashion. Let it help you put this trying time behind
you . LEARN HOW TO: Navigate Through the Probate
Process End Claims Made by Creditors Prioritize Your
Responsibilities to the Estate Close an Estate with No Will
READY-TO-GO FORMS with Step-by-Step Instructions
ESSENTIAL DOCUMENTS YOU NEED TO: Protect your
family Distribute property Resolve tax-related matters Finalize
outstanding issues And much more. "Their legal survival
guides are dynamite and very readable." - Small Business
Opportunities "Explaining the way the law works." - Daily
Herald "Sphinx [legal guides] are staples of legal how-to
collections." - Library Journal

Florida Family Law & Practice Factors beyond their
control are increasing the challenges faced by all who
work with Florida family law. Divorce studies and a flood
of pro se litigants have driven Florida family courts to
revise trial procedure and promote case management
and settlement. Consequently, lawyers' courtroom skills
are frequently lacking in the implementation of "trial as a
last resort." And their existing settlement approaches are
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at times inadequate to meet court mandates. Judge
Renee Goldenberg, a master of systems organization
and management, has written a procedural toolbook to
address these challenges. Florida Family Law & Practice
provides techniques, law, and forms to improve your
effectiveness and efficiency in everything from client
preparation through entry of evidence to closing
argument. The book is heavily annotated with over 3,000
case citations, dozens of practice tips and checklists,
and over 200 forms. Taking a step-by-step approach,
this complete practice and procedure guide walks you
through: • Screening cases • Investigation •
Emergencies • Discovery • Temporary relief • Property
issues • Alimony • Child support • Attorneys' fees •
Settlement • Trial
"Cited more than 450 times in state appellate courts,
Ehrhardt's Florida Evidence covers both civil and
criminal litigation. In this treatise, a former federal
prosecutor reviews every new Florida and federal case
and statute that deals with evidence and offers up-todate discussions of a wide range of evidentiary topics,
including significant coverage of electronic records
issues. Recent updates cover the application of the
Daubert standard in criminal and civil cases, the attorneyclient privilege, the work-product doctrine, and more."-The Florida Senior Legal Guide explains the New
Federal Estate and Gift Tax, IRA contibution limits, the
IRA distribution rules, Medicare Parts A,B,C and D, New
Medicap Policies, Reverse Mortgages Annuities,
Prenuptial Agreements, Patients' Rights in a Nursing
Home or Assisted Living Facility, Medicaid Nursing
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Home Eligibility, Long-Term Care Insurance, Wills and
Trusts
Asset Protection in Florida covers all facets of asset
preservation for Florida residents. The Fourth Edition
manual provides comprehensive analysis of the many
steps available to protect assets from creditors' claims,
both during your lifetime and at death. Among the many
topics covered are homestead, trusts (both domestic and
offshore), business planning, planning for dissolution of
marriage, protection of retirement and education
accounts, and the ethical aspects of advising clients on
asset protection issues. Bankruptcy issues and tax
planning are prominently featured throughout the text.
The eBook versions of this title feature links to Lexis
Advance for further legal research options.
Florida Real Property Litigation provides invaluable
statutory and case analysis, pleading forms, and practice
pointers. This essential reference examines a broad
range of topics, including access and eviction,
foreclosure of mortgages and liens, boundary and title
problems, and covenants and easements, and features
an entire chapter devoted to successful recovery of
attorneys' fees in real property disputes. To further aid
the practitioner, the text incorporates over 100 forms and
checklists to guide you through efficient and effective
litigation. Highlights of the new 8th Edition include: •
New discussion regarding ? equitable lien and unjust
enrichment claims ? provisions in leases and executory
contracts ? bankruptcy ? prohibited government
exactions — F.S. 70.45 ? new legislation defining property
owner • New Case Law • Revised statutes and rules
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Land Use Law in Florida presents an in-depth analysis of
land use law common to many states across the United
States, using Florida cases and statutes as examples.
Florida case law is an important course of study for
planners, as the state has its own legal framework that
governs how people may use land, with regulation that
has evolved to include state-directed urban and regional
planning. The book addresses issues in a case format,
including planning, land development regulation,
property rights, real estate development and land use,
transportation, and environmental regulation. Each
chapter summarizes the rules that a reader should draw
from the cases, making it useful as a reference for
practicing professionals and as a teaching tool for
planning students who do not have experience in reading
law. This text is invaluable for attorneys; professional
planners; environmental, property rights, and
neighborhood activists; and local government employees
who need to understand the rules that govern how
property owners may use land in Florida and around the
country.

Florida Administrative Practice, Thirteenth Edition is
the only practice manual to provide an in-depth
discussion of the procedural aspects of Florida
administrative litigation. The Administrative
Procedure Act is a dynamic area of the law, and the
new Thirteenth Edition brings you up-to-date with the
most recent developments in this area, including:
Updated rules, statutes, and recent case
law—including the complete Uniform Rules of
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Procedure and the Administrative Procedure
Act—and removal of obsolete material. New material
related to the COVID-19 pandemic; de novo review
under new Art. V, §21, of the Florida Constitution;
reinstatement of licenses; final orders; the Florida
Fish and Wildlife Commission; record requirements
on appeal; and electronic notarizations. Rewrites of
sections on Procedural Due Process, procurement
specifications, and judicial review under F.S. 120.68.
Updated material on administrative searches and
seizures, evidence, Certificates of Need, and
Requests for Technical Advice. Elaboration on rule
challenges, hearsay evidence, hearing denial,
licensure requirements, agency investigation,
emergency orders, environmental permitting,
mediation, environmental enforcement mechanisms,
water management districts, comprehensive
planning, exhaustion of remedies, and mootness.
Clarification of terms and case descriptions. In
addition, the manual explores other areas of
substantive law where administrative procedures
predominate, including environmental and land use
law and certificates of need determinations. With
extensive case law and statute references, as well
as an appendix featuring the full text of the APA with
tracing and conversion tables, this reference will be
a valuable addition to the library of experienced
administrative law practitioners and those needing a
trustworthy guide through this complex area of law.
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Simplify the Start-Up Process Starting a new
business can be one of the most exciting things you
will ever do-as well as one of the most
overwhelming. To ensure the future success of your
enterprise, take the time to properly establish
yourself right from the start. Let Start a Business in
Florida help you start your dream business
headache and hassle-free. Learn how to: - Develop
a Complete Business Plan - Register with State
Authorities - Establish a Proper Tax Payment
System - Market Your Business for Success
Essential documents you need to: - Create a BrandNew Business - Avoid Problems with the IRS - Hire
Employees - Comply with State and Federal
Regulations - And much more . . .
This book fulfills the need of beginning legal
researchers--and experienced researchers new to
Florida sources--for concise explanations of Florida's
essential legal resources. It combines information
about specific sources with an introduction to
research methods that will enable researchers to
move beyond the sources described in the text as
new legal research tools emerge. This fourth edition
expands the treatment of online research using
WestlawNext and Lexis Advance, as well as free or
low-cost providers and governmental websites. The
text emphasizes sources of Florida state law and
includes references to analogous federal sources,
making it a compact reference for planning both
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state and federal law research. The chapters have
been reorganized so that the process of legal
research is covered at the beginning of the book,
along with concrete suggestions for organizing
research in different media. A chapter on looseleaf
services has been replaced with a new chapter
covering a variety of practice tools, including blogs.
The text also provides an overview of current citation
rules for Florida sources. A new co-author, Jennifer
LaVia, teaches at Florida State University College of
Law, bringing insights to the needs of current Florida
law students. This book is part of the Legal
Research Series, edited by Suzanne E. Rowe,
Director of Legal Research and Writing, University of
Oregon School of Law.
Brought to you through a collaboration between
LexisNexis and the Florida Bar Legal Publications,
this affordable, practice-enhancing single volume
provides targeted, authoritative coverage of criminal
law in Florida - both the legislative and analytical
content you need to succeed in practice. The Florida
Graybook includes the full Crimes and Criminal
Procedure & Corrections titles as well as the Rules
of Criminal Procedure and material relating to other
crimes found throughout the Florida Statutes, with
expert analysis of how the courts have interpreted
Florida's criminal procedure statutes.
For more than a decade, Florida Causes of Action
has saved you research time, helping you to work
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more efficiently and advocate more effectively for
your clients. The 2017 edition carries on that
tradition of excellence, with new and updated
coverage of 40+ causes of action, remedies, legal
theories and defenses. Author, Marc Wites, has
added dozens of new case citations, covering a
broad range of issues, including: Arbitration
agreements in medical malpractice cases. Statutory
caps on personal injury non-economic damages in
medical negligence actions. “Duty” as a defense to
a wrongful death claim. The constitutionality of the
104-week limit on temporary total disability workers’
compensation benefits. The constitutionality of the
statute mandating a conclusive fee schedule for
awarding attorney’s fees to a successful workers’
compensation claimant. Elements of a claim for
governmental intrusion, as outlined by the Florida
Supreme Court. “Public concern” as a defense to a
claim for invasion of privacy. “Unclean hands” as a
defense to a temporary injunction. The type of
conduct that constitutes “undue influence” sufficient
to sustain a cause of action for revocation of probate
based on undue influence. Florida Causes of Action
covers the elements; statute of limitations;
supporting case references; defenses; and related
claims and legal issues for more than 125 causes of
action in these 16 practice areas: Negligence
Contracts Business & Commercial Warranty
Indemnity Employment Fraud Defamation & Privacy
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Intentional Torts Procedural Torts Physical Torts
Real Property Construction Liens Consumer
Protection, Debt Collection Trusts & Estates Most
covered claims also include a sample Complaint or
language you can lift and insert directly into your
Complaint or Answer.
A practical and popular guide to operating a
successful condominium association in Florida.
Understanding your rights and responsibilities under
Florida landlord/tenant law is essential to becoming
a successful and profitable landlord in the state of
Florida. A basic knowledge of the Florida law can
help avoid becoming liable to tenants for damages
and attorney's fees. Landlords' Right & Duties in
Florida discusses issues including dealing with
problems during a tenancy, protecting yourself from
liability for injuries and crimes, and evicting a tenant.
This guide provides east-to-understand explanations
of landlord/tenant law, as well as blank forms, flow
charts, and examples from actual cases. Using this
book can help save you money and avoid potential
liabilities. -Screening Prospective Tenants
-Protecting Yourself from Liabilities -Evicting a
Tenant -Changing the Terms of a Tenancy -Making
a Claim for Damages -Terminating a Tenancy, Early
Ready-to-Use Forms with Instructions: Apartment
Lease Rental Agreement Notice of Termination Back
Check Notice Eviction Summons and many more...
-Florida statutes -Eviction flowcharts -Step-by-step
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instructions -Ready-to-use, blank forms
Legal, Tax, and Practical Implications Under Florida
and Federal Law
What happens to your estate after you are gone is
very much within your control. Estate planning is not
only for the wealthy; it is for everyone. It is simply the
process of deciding where your assets are to be
distributed after your death. For those people who
wish to preserve their assets for designated
purposes --- such as family or special charities --- it
becomes necessary to make special advance
preparations. The right plan can protect the value of
your estate and spare your loved ones unnecessary
hassles and legal conflicts. The Complete Guide to
Planning Your Estate in Florida will help you glide
through this complicated process. This new book
has been adapted to offer Florida residents statespecific advice for estate planning. Author Linda C.
Ashar, attorney at law, has crafted an estate
planning primer, allowing Florida residents to
become more informed and more involved during the
process. Florida-specific information is offered
throughout this book, including Florida's probate
code; Florida rules, regulations, and laws specific to
estate planning; elements of a valid Florida will;
planning your living will in Florida; explanations of
Florida laws regarding durable health care powers of
attorney, do not resuscitate (DNR) orders, and
directives to withhold CPR. The book's easy-toPage 15/17
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understand context clarifies this complicated and
sensitive subject and gives readers the power to
take control of their future.
A helpful and practical tool for leaders of residential
cooperatives in Florida. It is the only complete guide
to their operations and management, and it gives
special attention to the unique components of mobile
home cooperatives.
Available for convenient bundling with any
Wadsworth Criminal Law text or for purchase as a
stand-alone item, this state-specific guide assists
students in their exploration of Florida laws and
cases and features chapter introductions, overviews
of codes and implications, and exercises for Floridaspecific penal codes.
Florida Criminal Law is the first text to provide a
comprehensive examination of crimes and defenses
in Florida. The book seeks to describe the existing
and evolving substantive rules of Florida criminal law
and to convey an understanding of these rules and
their applications in a variety of situations. Its 25
chapters address topics traditionally taught in
criminal law courses, such as the principles of
punishment and sentencing, statutory interpretation,
the elements of crimes and defenses, homicide,
sexual battery, inchoate crimes, and accomplice
liability. The book also covers topics frequently
omitted from course books, such as assault and
battery, arson, burglary, kidnapping, entrapment,
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and permissive and mandatory presumptions.
Readers will gain insights into issues unique to
Florida criminal law, including the state's Stand Your
Ground Law, its Unborn Victims of Violence Act, and
its attempted felony murder statute, and into
emerging areas of legislative change such as human
trafficking. The book will be useful to law students
and graduates studying for bar exams,
academicians, legal scholars, judges, legislators,
and the practicing bar. It is also suitable for use in
undergraduate criminal law classes and paralegal
programs.
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